
As a prominent institute which
raises the voice for
environmental justice in this

era, Centre for Environmental
Justice (CEJ) celebrates its landmark
judgement which is well known as
Wilpattu Judgment (Centre for
Environmental Justice (Guarantee)
Ltd v. Attorney General & Others CA
WRT 291/2015) after 5 years of
battle in the Court of Appeal. This
valuable judgement was delivered
by Hon Justice Janak De Silva and
Hon Justice Bandula Karunarathna
in 2020.
Generally, the Public Interest
Litigation is a special judicial device
which has been used to protect the
environment for a long period of

time in Sri Lanka. In this Public
Interest Litigation, the CEJ appeared
in the Court of Appeal seeking relief
in the nature ofWrits of Mandamus
and Certiorari against illegal
clearing and removing ofWilpattu
reserved forest cover for
resettlement purpose. Mainly,
section 7 of the Forest Ordinance
No. 16 of 1907, as amended was
violated by the respondents. It
clearly indicates that fresh clearing,
clearing or breaking up any land for
cultivation or any other purpose,
erection of any building whether
permanent or temporary or
occupation of such building and
constructing any road are
prohibited acts in a reserved forest.

While the deforestation is
happening at an alarming rate all

over the country, this remarkable
judgement came into the stage. In
this judgement the court has
ordered Conservator General of the
Department of Forest Conservation
to take actions to implement a tree
planting programme in terms of the
provisions of the Forest Ordinance
and issued an ancillary or
consequential order directing
Rishad Badiuddeen who was the
decision-maker to release the
reserved forest lands for
resettlements to bear the full cost of
such tree planting programme in
the light of the Polluter Pays
Principle.

There are several reasons as to why
this is a landmark judgement and it
plays a vital role in protecting the
environment. First and foremost,
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Centre for Environmental Justice
is a public interest environmental
organisation established in 2004.
CEJ promotes good governance,
environmental justice and
environmental democracy.
CEJ engage environmental
litigation and environmental
advocacy though law and science.
CEJ also works on chemical
governance, Forests governance,
climate change, international
environmental negotiations, single
use plastics,genetically modified
foods and supports community
environmental struggles. CEJ is a
registered organisation under the
Companies act of 2007.

Vision: “Justice for all”

Mission: Protect equal environmental
rights and empower communities to
enhance environmental sustainability,
mediate environmental conflict and
advocate for environmental law
enforcement and policy measures.
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A decade for Ecosystem Restoration?

UNdecade of ecosystem
Restoration begins in
2021. This is a

moment for us to realize that
humans cannot survive without
having heathy ecosystems.

Biodiversity, the diversity of life on
Earth, is essential to the healthy
functioning of ecosystems. Habitat
loss and overexploitation, driven by
our unsustainable consumption
patterns, are some of the primary
causes for the loss of biodiversity.

Healthy ecosystems,
interdependent webs of living
organisms and their physical
environment, are vital to all life on
Earth. Our ecosystems provide us
with clean air, fresh water,
food, resources and medicine.

Human species are already
responsible for killing 80 percent of
the life forms for food production,
agriculture, cloths, safety, human-
elephant conflict and by
environmental pollution.

We are on the verge of a major
catastrophe that is not been taken
seriously. Climate Change is real &
many have experienced or
witnessed it this year. The world
that we live in is getting warmer,
Oceans are rising & Plants, Species
are going extinct at a rapid rate.

If we take a look back at 2020 there
were so many Environmental issues
& destructions that took headlines
this year. If we take a look at the
reasons as to why this has been
happening around the world, we
would only have humankind to
blame.We are destroying our own
world.

If we take a look at Sri Lanka over
the last few months. There has
been Deforestation, Illegal Sand
Mining, Illegal land grabbing,
killing ofWild Elephants & various
projects implemented in the name
of development that would & are
damaging our eco system. This is
what is wrong with our country.

We have so many resources that
could help sustainable living,
provide our needs & even heal our
country from this economic
depression but yet here we are
borrowing loans from countries
that do not even have half the
resources we own. This is what you
term as an appetite for destruction.

One might wonder if there aren’t
any laws in this country, but the
truth of the matter is that there are
laws but the laws can be bent to
fulfill expectations. This is the sad
reality of the Country that we live
in. If we do not voice out our
opinions, then who will?We need
to be more vocal and hold those
accountable for Environmental
Destructions that happen in our
Country as we are the
conservationists of our
Environment.

A country cannot survive without
having holistic approach to its
security. Environmental security is
one of the most important pillar of
such national security. Once
destroyed we will understand that
environment security had link to
many other conflicts. Those who
destroy the ecosystems are the
drivers for that disaster to happen.
There is no much time to reverse
this for the humankind. (END)

“Only when the last tree has been cut down, the last fish caught and the
last river poisonedwill we realize that one cannot eatmoney.’’ –

Cree Indian Proverb
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this judgement is made with the
assistance of many administrative
and environmental concepts like
sovereignty of the people, Public
Trust Doctrine, Directive Principles of
the Constitution, Rule of Law,
Polluter Pays Principle, Sustainable
Development etc. Secondly, the
court has contributed to improving
the scope of the writ jurisdiction as
well. Finally, this drives many
valuable precedents to the history of
environmental law, emphasizing the
international laws and religions such
as Buddhism, Hinduism and Islam
regarding protecting the
environment.

The Court has recognized that the
resettlement has been done in
breach of laws and contravening the
rule of law and in the interest of
justice. Therefore, the court clearly
has demonstrated that the powers
vested in the administrative officers
and the decisions taken by them are
not absolute, but are held in trust for
the people and that they are
subjected to the judicial review. This
is done by applying the Public Trust
Doctrine referring to the famous
Mundy case controlling the powers
exercised by the public authorities
according to their whims and fancies
without considering the interest of
the public. It is also a good sign that
the court has shown and taken its
responsibility to protect and
preserve the forests and valuable
biodiversity on behalf of the
community and the rights of the
community at large through the
Directive Principle enshrined in
Article 27 (14) of the Constitution.

Another remarkable point of valuing
this judgement is applying the
Polluter Pays Principle enshrined in
Principle 10 of the Rio de Janeiro
Declaration, which has been
recognized and applied by many
Supreme Court judgements in India
and Sri Lanka. The following Indian
interpretation of the Polluter Pays

Principle is also applied in this
judgement widening the law
relating to environmental concepts
in Sri Lankan precedents.

“The absolute liability for
harm to the environment
extends not only to
compensate the victims of
pollution, but also the cost
of restoring the
environmental
degradation…. the polluter
is liable to pay the cost to
the individual sufferers as
well as the cost of reversing
the damaged ecology.”

Furthermore, the Court has
improved the scope of writs
mentioning that the writ jurisdiction
conferred upon by Article 140 of the
Constitution is not limited to issuing
the prerogative writs mentioned
therein, but extends “subject to the
provisions of the Constitution” to
“orders in the nature of”writs of
Certiorari etc. This shall be done by
the court defending the sovereignty
of the people enshrined in Article 3
of the Constitution against
infringement or encroachment by
the abuse of executive power.

The court itself has been very
thoughtful when granting the reliefs
and considering the petitioner’s
“further reliefs’quote in the prayer to
the Petition. Section 7 of the Forest
Ordinance gives the discretion to
the court to decide the amount and
the way of awarding compensation
for any damage caused to a
Reserved Forest. Also, such
compensation should be equal to
the actual value of the damage
caused to the Reserved Forest. In
this case, the court has wisely issued
an ancillary or consequential order
for reasonable compensation for the
cleared vast area of forest cover
using its discretion and without
limiting to the conviction of

imprisonment and the fine imposed
by section 7.

Moreover, it is a confirmed fact that
technical errors would be ignored by
the court in public interest
litigations when considering the
interests of the public at large. Using
this point of view the court has
eagerly provided the reliefs for the
benefit of petitioners ignoring the
technical errors in this case.

Most importantly, it clearly
demonstrates that the protection,
preserving and improving the
environment is valuable and that it
has been recognized by many Court
judgments through Constitutional
rights and values in Sri Lankan
Constitution even if the Right to the
environment is not yet identified as
a fundamental right in Sri Lanka. The
famous opinion of the Vice President
of the ICJ Judge C.G.Weeramantry in
Hungary v. Slovakia evinces that “the
protection of the environment is a
vital part of the contemporary
human rights doctrine and that it is
a sine qua non for numerous rights
such as the right to health and the
right to life itself and that damage to
the environment can impair and
undermine all human rights spoken
in the Universal Declaration and
other Human right instruments.”

Finally, this is not only a lesson to the
administrative authorities who act
under their own whims and fancies
but also a prudent verdict to
improve the current forest cover in
the country. It can be said that this
invaluable judgement has
emboldened the courage of the
public, environmentalists and public
authorities to protect and preserve
the environment against illegal and
wimpy decisions by the politicians
and businessmen which may be
occurred harm to the environment
and its unique biodiversity. (END)
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Environmental change is one of
the biggest challenges of the

21st century. In spite of all their
efforts to restore the nature during
the last few decades, humans could
only move a few steps forward. But
during the last few months,
consequences of the COVID-19
pandemic have successfully
recovered the environment to
a large extent that should definitely
set positive impact on global climate
change. The efforts to restrict
transmission of the SARS-CoV-2, by
restricting the movement have had
an outstanding environmental
effect. Due to non-functioning and
closure of industries, industrial
waste emission has decreased to a
large extent.

The various religious, cultural, social,
scientific, sport, and political mass
gathering events were cancelled.
Various industries are not
functioning in full scale and all types
of travels like air planes, rails, buses
and private vehicles are either
restricted or cancelled.With

substantially less vehicular
movement, air quality has improved
by leaps and bounds. Even NASA
satellites from outer-space show the
significant reductions in air
pollutants. The pollution level in
forests, sea beaches, hill areas etc. is
also shrinking. Ozone layer may also
be healing. The pandemic has
displayed its contrasting
consequence on human civilization,
in the sense that, on one hand it has
executed worldwide destruction,
but created a very positive impact
on the worlds environment on the
other hand.

Due to the Covid-19 lock down, the
resources are being consumed in a
limited manner. With shutdowns
widespread, daily global carbon
emissions were down by 17 percent
in early April, compared to last year.
However as of June 11th, new data
shows that they are only about 5
percent lower than at the same
point in 2019, even though normal
activity has not yet fully restarted.
We know that for the duration of
reduced travel during the pandemic,
these emissions will stay lowered.

But what will happen when
measures are eventually lifted?

This is not the first time an epidemic
has left its mark on pollution levels.
Throughout history, the spread of
disease has been linked to lower
emissions – even well before the
industrial age.

The reduction in emissions then was
largely due to reduced industrial
activity, which contributes carbon
emissions on a comparable scale to
transport. Combined emissions from
industrial processes, manufacturing
and construction make up to 18.4%
of global anthropogenic emissions.
The financial crash of 2008-09 led to
an overall dip in emissions of 1.3%.
But this quickly rebounded by 2010
as the economy recovered, leading
to an all-time high.

Obviously, the dramatic actions
taken during the pandemic cannot
be directly copied in non-pandemic
times to achieve the same positive
benefits. However, let’s hope that
those lessons learnt will keep
inspiring us and generations yet to
come. (END)

Photo: Adam’s Peak was visible to Colombo by PrasadWeiikumbura

Mother Earth is Evolving

NILMALWICKRAMASINGHE
Attorney at Law

“Environment Agency
continues to clamp down
on illegal waste exporters

as 21 containers are repatriated from
Sri Lanka.”A leading newspaper in
the United Kingdom has reported at
the dawn on 28th October, 2020
noting a remarkable victory in the
Sri Lankan environmental law
history. The decision taken by the
mentioned Agency to repatriate
such a massive amount of waste is
not a mere grant for us, but an
ultimate result of an immense
struggle which had been done in
and out of courts by a group of
environmental activists.

Hayleys Free Zone Limited and the
ETL Colombo (Pvt) Ltd had imported
263 consignments of waste into the
country which allegedly include
clinical waste, human body parts,
used cushions mattresses, and other
uncategorized and hazardous waste
from the UK with the intention of
disposing such waste inland, which
may cause severe damage on both
the environment and health. If that
much of waste is buried in our soil or
kept in open dumps, the
underground water table and the
surrounding environment will be
severely affected by polluted
surrounding water bodies.
Hazardous chemicals which Sri
Lanka does not have facilities to
manage could cause adverse health
risks including cancer and kidney
diseases. There was a severe health
threat due to the pathogens
including lethal viruses like HIV,
Ebola and species of bacteria and
any other harmful microorganisms.

Importing of those containers of
waste had been done without
adhering to the terms of the BASEL
Convention on the Control of
Transboundary Movements of
HazardousWastes and Their
Disposal, as well. Further, such act
has violated provisions under and in
terms of the National Environment
Act, as amended, Greater Colombo
Economic Commission No. 04 of
1978, as amended, Customs
Ordinance No. 17 of 1869 as
amended and regulations made
thereunder.

Moreover, disposal of waste could
be done only under a permit issued
by the CEA under and in terms of the
National Environmental Act. When
hazardous waste, Gazette No.
924/13 dated 25th April 1996, No.
595/16 dated 08th January 1990, No.
1534/18 dated 1st February 2008 ,No.
1159/22 dated 21st November 2000
issued under the NEA are applied.
Unfortunately, none of the
regulations were not complied with
aforementioned act.

Considering the said health,
environmental and social impacts
and violation of laws of imported
waste Centre for Environmental
Justice filed a writ application in the
Court of Appeal on July 22, 2019
making the Central Environmental
Authority, Sri Lanka Customs, Board
of Investment Sri Lanka and the
Attorney General Respondents,
questioning their statutory
functions and duties vested upon by
their particular laws.

This petition was finally heard before
the Court of Appeal President and
Hon. Judge A.H.M.D. Nawaz and

Justice Sobhitha Rajakaruna and the
judiciary gave a direction to the
Attorney General to seek for the
potentiality to repatriate the
containers to UK and then the said
Department made correspondence
with the UK Environmental Agency.
Considering the request made by
the Sri Lankan government,
Environmental Agency of UK
granted its permission for
repatriation of all waste containers
which were shipped illegally, The
Court of Appeal made the order
dated 14th of October, 2020 granting
the sanction for the same and
proceedings were terminated,
accordingly.

Beyond any doubt the said outcome
of the law suit will pave the way to
inspire the field of public Interest
Litigation. Discretionary power
which the judiciary exercised in
relation with such an issue of a
national health runs even up to
sovereignty of a country should be
highly commendable. Cumulative
effort of all environmentalists,
journalists, legal practitioners,
government officers, scientists
regarding the issue and the impact
of the same will provide an utmost
inspiration not only to our own
country but also for all developing
countries to battle against the
“rubbish of capital countries”which
are compelled to accept in the
future. (END)

-

The Triumph of the Environment on
the 263 consignments ofWaste
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rkacka lreKdkdhl

jkdka;r fukau jkÔù jdiia:dk

úkdYhg ,lajQ fujka jirla óg

fmr fkd;snqk ;rïh' ta ;rugu

f;;a l,dmSh fukau úh<s l,dmSh

jkdka;r úkdYhg ,laj we;'jákd

ffcùh moaO;Ska ke;a;gu ke;sj

f.dia we;' fï úkdYh yryd isÿ

lf<a l=ulao@ jkdka;r bvï

uxfld,a,lEuhs' fuu bvï fld,a,h

isÿ lf,a lsisÿ mels,Sulska f;drjh'

tys jerÈ lrefjda kS;sfha /yekg

yiq fkdù fï jk úg;a ksoe,af,a

isà' wfma rfÜ idudkHfhka kS;sh

l%shd;aul lsÍfï ieye,aÆ l%uh

bÈßfha§ fjkia úh hq;=h'

w¿;au isÿùu kï uyje,s c, .eÆï

ksïk rlaIs;fha uyje,s .Õ Èf.a

we;s mer‚ ukïmsáh - hlal=f¾

ud¾.h kej; újD; lsÍfï

wdkafoda,kd;aul ie,eiau iy

uyje,s c, .eÆï ksïk rlaIs;h ;=<

msysá fmdf,dkakrefõ ´kE.ug

hdno fjfyrf.dvhdfha bvï w;am;a

lr .ekSug W;aidy lsÍu iy .jhska

;K leùug wjir fok f,i b,a,d

isàuh'

80 oYlfha uyje,s jHdmD;sh u.ska

ydks jQ jkÔù jdiia:dk

l<ukdlrKh i|yd 1984 §

c,.eÆï jfkdaoHdkh msysgqjk ,§'

c,.eÆï ksïk jfkdaoHdkh

fidaudj;sh iy jia.uqj jkÔù

rlaIs; iïnkaO lrhs' 1986 §

jki;aj yd ;=re,;d wd{d mkf;a 2

^1& j.ka;sh m%ldrj fidaudj;sh

cd;sl jfkdaoHdkh m%ldYhg m;alr

we;' thska woyia jkafka tys we;af;a

rcfha bvï muKla jk njhs'

uyje,s jHdmD;sfha§ hlal=f¾

.ïudkh kej; ia:dk.; lsÍfï§

ksis ud¾. moaO;shla ,nd § we;s w;r

frday,a jeks há;, myiqlï i|yd

uyje,s l,dmfha foysw;a;lKaäh

fj; m%fõYh ,nd § we;' tneúka

jir 30 la ;siafia w;yer oud ;snQ

uyje,s .Õ winv ud¾.h kej;

újD; lsÍu idOdrkSlrKh l<

fkdyel' hlal=f¾ mer‚ ud¾.h

kej; bÈlsÍu hkq by< hlal=f¾"

my< hlal=f¾" msysájej" kqjr.,"

oufka jej" ueo.ïmsáh" ój;amqr"

isßmqr" m,af,a.u wd§ .ïj, ck;dj

oekgu;a mSvdjg m;a flfrk jk

w,s Wjÿr ;j;a W.% lsÍula jkq we;'

fjfyrf.dvhdh m%foaYfha we;s

u;fNaod;aul bvï" wêlrK kvqjla

u.ska jkÔù fomd¾;fïka;=jg

kej; ,nd § we;s nj Tfí

wjOdkhg fhduq lsÍug wms

leue;af;uq' ck;dj ;uka i;= Tmamq

wêlrKfha wjOdkhg fhduq lr

we;s kuq;a kS;Hdkql+,Ndjhla

fkdue;s neúka wêlrKh tajd

fkdi,ld yer ;sfí'

fidaudj;sh cd;sl jfkdaoHdkhg

meñfKk wuq;a;ka jki;aj yd

;=re,;d wd{d mkf;a 5 jk j.ka;sh

m%ldrj n,m;%hla ,nd .; hq;=h' ta

yer fjk;a lghq;=j,g cd;sl

jfkdaoHdkhlg we;=¿ùug wjir

ke;' jki;aj yd ;=re,;d wd{d

mkf;a 6 ^2& ^w& j.ka;sh hgf;a

´kEu if;l= cd;sl WoHdkhlg

y÷kajd §u" ksoyia lsÍu jrols'

jki;aj yd ;=re,;d wd{d mkf;a 6

^3& j.ka;sfha úêúOdk wkqj

úfYaIfhka .jhka jeks .Dyia:

i;=ka we;=¿ lsÍu o ;ykïh'

jki;aj yd ;=re,;d wd{d mkf;a 6

jk j.ka;sh hgf;a isÿ lrk ,o

fuu jerÈ mkf;a 67 ^ta& j.ka;sfha

i|yka jerÈ fukau wem ,nd .;

fkdyels jerÈ f,i i|yka lr we;'

mer‚ ukïmsáh ud¾.h kej;

újD; lsÍfuka uyje,s .f.a msysá

je,s ksê i|yd m%fõYh ,nd .ekSu

iy fjfyrf.dvhdh ys msysá bvï

,nd.ekSu ck;dj Woaf>daIKh

lsÍu msgqmi isák mqoa.,hskaf.a

wNsm%dh nj wms úYajdi lruq'

mdßißl wdrlaIdj hkq iuia: cd;sl

wdrlaIdfõ w;sYhskau jeo.;a wx.hla

nj Tfí wjOdkhg fhduq lsÍug wms

leue;af;uq' mdßißl wdrlaIdj ì|

jegqKq miq úi£ug wmyiq fjk;a

.eg¿ rdYshla újD; fõ'

fmr i|yka l< mßÈ c,.eÆï

rlaIs;fha ;jÿrg;a úkdY ùu w,s -

ñksia .egqu jvd;a krl w;g

yefrkq we;' je,s leŒu ksid

uyje,s .Õ ;j;a .eUqr jQ miq th

úfYaIfhka foaY.=‚l úm¾hdi

fya;=fjka uqyqÿ uÜgu by< hdu yd

uqyqÿ c,h .,d tau jeä lrhs' je,s

leŒu fya;=fjka c, uÜgu my;

jefgk úg uyje,s .Õ Èf.a mdkSh

yd jdßud¾. c, .egÆ úi£u i|yd

jeä há;, myiqlï msßjehla oeÍug

rchg isÿjkq we;'

tneúka c,.eÆï ksïk jfkdaoHdkh

jkÔù jdiia:dkj, wdrlaIdj

iy;sl lsÍu iy rfÜ mdßißl

wdrlaIdj mq¿,a lsÍu i|yd ueÈy;a

jk f,i;a fuu .eg¿ j,g cd;sl

jYfhka ms<s.;a úi÷ula bÈßm;a

lsÍug lghq;= lrk f,i;a

j.lsjhq;a;kaf.a wjOdkhg fhduq

lruq'

-

YOHAN STEPHEN

The Human - Elephant conflict is one
of the biggest environmental and
socio-economic crises of rural Sri
Lanka. The Sri Lankan elephant is
one of three recognized subspecies
of the Asian Elephant. Since 1986,
The International Union for
Conservation of Nature has listed
the Sri Lankan Elephant as an
endangered species as the
population has declined by at least
65% over the last decade. The
density of elephants in Sri Lanka is
the highest among range countries
with around 10–20% of the global
Asian elephant population
occupying less than 2% of the global
range (Leimgruber.et.al.2003) Out of
the Countries that hold the Asian
Elephants the human population
density in Sri Lanka is the third
highest behind India & Bangladesh.
(Fernando & Pastorini 2011). Also
Elephants are known to be Mega
herbivores as they consume at least
150 kg of Plant matter per day. can
we see the problem at hand now?
With the high densities of Rural
Human Population along with one
of the highest densities of Asian

Elephant population the Human
Elephant conflict is inevitable.

When elephants damage food and
crops, they affect a rural farmer’s
livelihoods. Elephants in large
groups can destroy large areas of
crops in a single night. In retaliation
the farmers use various methods to
chase & scare away the elephants. In
the process many Injured Elephants
succumb to their injuries.

How can you blame an Elephant for
killing your crops when you take
away its home? How unfair can that
be as they are living breathing
organisms just like us. How can we
be so inhumane?We Humans take
away everything they own under
the name of Industrialization. They
were the Initial owners of this land &
slowly but surely human beings are
driving them away towards
extinction.Within the year 2020
alone there have been so many
environmental concerns &
deforestation in the name of
Industrialization & yet we blame the
Animals for encroaching our land?
This land is their land too.

The graph above shows the Human -
Elephant conflict statistics within the
last five years. As you can see there is
a steady increase in the statistics
each year. With the COVID-19
outbreak in Sri Lanka & the Isolation
status still prevailing in many parts
of the Island it is such a shame to
have such statistics.

The department ofWildlife &
Conservation which is the mitigating
agency has spent millions of dollars
on resolving the Human – Elephant
conflict and yet the conflict seems to
only be intensifying. The main
reason for conflict in Asian countries
is Agriculture as it is the livelihood of
farmers and mainly the rural
economy. If we compare India with
Sri Lanka the Human Elephant
conflict in India had a drastic
increase of over 150% within the last
decade & the reason for this was the
dense population. (Prakash, T. G.
Supun &Wijeratne, Aw & Fernando,
Prithiviraj. (2020)) Human-Elephant
Conflict in Sri Lanka: Patterns and
Extent. 51. 16 – 25)We see the same
pattern in Sri Lanka as well as there
is a drastic increase of Human /
Elephant deaths each year.

Elephants have a right to this land
too and we have to learn to live in
Harmony with these magnificent
giants. This problem should be
looked upon by the authorities and
provided with a new solution rather
than the same old solution which
keeps failing. Many countries have
sort various methods to mitigate
this issue & we should too. If we do
not sadly the land of the Elephants
will be no more.(END)

Nowinners in Man-Elephant conflictc, .eÆï ksïk cd;sl
jfkdaoHdkh /l.ksuq
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CEJ demands to protect
‘Crudia Zeylanica’ tree

Crudia Zeylanica tree

‘Crudia zeylanica’ is a
plant species of
legume in the family

Fabaceae and it is also known
as the Sri Lanka Legume. It was
found only in Sri Lanka and this
plant species was known to be
extinct since 1988. After 1911,
there is no record of the ‘Crudia
zeylanica’ even being
witnessed, and it was
eventually presumed to be
extinct. Therefore, the IUCN
Red List of 2006 categorized
the ‘Crudia zeylanica’plant as
extinct, as does the National
Red List of 2012 prepared by
the Ministry of Environment.

This extinct plant species has
been rediscovered recently on
a private land in the Gampaha
district, and it was known only
from the herbarium specimens
collected more than a century
ago, and drawings, since there
were no photographs of a
living plant until this
rediscovery. Therefore, now it is
recognized under the category
of Critically Endangered
endemic plant species.
The main concern is the habitat
of this species, as this sits on a
small piece of land situated
along the Colombo – Kandy
Central expressway.

As the Project Approving
Agency for the Colombo –

Kandy Central Expressway, the
Central Environmental
Authority has given conditional
approval for this project. It is
quite evident that there has
been some serious omission of
details when submitting the
EIA by the relevant
stakeholders. Furthermore, the
responsibility to replace this
plant was given to a private
company named ‘Malwatta
Property Developers’ (Pvt) (Ltd)
when there is no such power to
delegate such work to a private
company under the Fauna and
Flora Protection Ordinance
(FFPO) No.02 of 1937, as
amended and the section 42
(1) and removing the plant
from its place of origin is even
illegal. Also, conflicts of
interests have been created
therein.

The Centre for Environmental
Justice has sent letter of
Demands to the Department of
Wildlife, Road Development
Authority and the Central
Environmental Authority
asking for explanations in this
regard. It is the paramount
responsibility of the respective
stakeholders to strike a balance
between the need to proceed
with the expressway project
while ensuring and protecting
the survival of this rare
endemic species.(END)


